‘ROYAL’
CHARM TO
ORNATE
YOUR SPACE
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ELEGANCE IS EFFORTLESS!

Your space reflects your persona. Its décor mirrors your taste. ABCO Laminate brings to you the sophistication in its purest form, that along with transforming your place splendidly, oozes the feeling of warmth that makes one feel at home.

From our selective range of colours, textures to finish, everything is designed to perfection to suit your discerning taste. The versatility will surely awe you and inspire you to experiment with your décor that is both, self-gratifying as well as inviting in its own way.

With ABCO laminate, experience the luxury that captivates your heart, mind and soul.
STUNNING BLEND

"Laminates that pays homage to the stunning natural material by perfectly blending vision and flair."

EXOTIC WAVES

The Masters Of Laminates
EVERLASTING ELEGANCE

"The softness and delicacy of workmanship in this exclusive range of laminates will never miss an eye of appreciation. Open up to choices of modern comfort."

The Masters Of Laminates

7665 FL BRESCA OAK

7800 FL FROSTY WHITE

7833 FL BLOOD RED

7988 FL ORENTE TEAK

7792 FL RED TIMBER WOOD
"Perceive purity and smoothness in this range of exquisite laminates. It will mirror your dreams you want to live in."
HIGH GLOSS

The Masters Of Laminates

7907 HG
METALLIC GREY FABRIC

7794 HG
WAVY DYNAMIC LINES

7795 HG
WAVY DYNAMIC

7799 HG
DENIM SPLASH

7798 HG
LIGHT DENIM SPLASH

7796 HG
TIMBER WOOD

7510 HG
BIRCH

7509 HG
PINE BIRCH

7706 HG
DARK FABRIC

7705 HG
LIGHT FABRIC

7803 HG
GOLD WALNUT SMOKE

7534 HG
SMOKE PEAR

7515 HG
RAVE PEAR
"It is not only the beauty of these laminates you should look at, it is the foundation of creativity that will stand the test of time."

7800 EL
FROSTY WHITE

7810 BL
BLACK

7810 EL
BLACK

7510 EL
BIRCH

7509 EL
PUAMS BIRCH
EXOTIC CREATIVITY

"A room should never allow the eye to settle in one place. It should smile at you and create fantasy."
"If creativity is the heart, then innovation is the soul of an interior design."
The Masters Of Laminates

Choose cool and stylish range that articulate wisdom and calmness with eternity texture.
The Masters Of Laminates

7895 FS
MAROON

7501 FS
WALNUT

7500 FS
KAFRI WALNUT

7810 FS
FROSTY WHITE

7505 FS
ROSE KATE
“The contemporary range is so composed that it connects your soul calmly.”
"Timeless beauty of laminate that leaves pretty strips with much perfect edge."
"It is not only a laminate but a whirlpool of comfort and emotions."
ARISTRI

7501 AR
WALNUT

7503 AR
GOLD WALNUT

LEMON LEAVES

7710 LL
DARK VINTAGE TEAK

7632 AR
ROASTED WALNUT

7500 LL
KAPI WALNUT

7603 LL
GOLD SMOKE WALNUT

7729 LL
LIGHT VINTAGE TEAK

7505 LL
ROSE SAGE

The Masters Of Laminates

WOOD GRAINS

"Luxury comes to those who adore the unique against the ordinary."

The Masters of Suedue Collections.
"The laminate that can influence others with its dependability, elegance and stability."
The Masters Of Laminates